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ABSTRACT 
 

A Mobile network enables the users to communicate in public domain. Different kind of data including voice, 
messages etc is communicated over the global environment. This global involvement of users in the network also 
increases various kinds of security threats. This research has proposed a multi-agent based analysis approach to 
detect the cooperative black hole nodes and to generate the preventive path for safe communication over the 
network. The proposed model has performed the region based analysis to detect and prevent the blackhole 
attack. The results show the method has improved the packet communication and reduced the packet loss in the 
network. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

A Mobile network is the adhoc network defined without specification of any specialized controller or infrastructure. 
The dynamism is the main feature of this network form available in different forms. As the network is dynamic which 
provides cooperative communication over the network. The route formation for the network is done by selecting the 
intermediate nodes. The mobile network support different data forms including data files, audio file and video file. As 
the security is the main criteria, such kind of network requires the high speed communication with higher reliability. 
The dynamic communication between two end nodes is also generated using the intermediate node selection. Mobile 
network exist in different forms including indoor architecture, outdoor communication architecture and hybrid 
architecture. 

 
Mobile network provides the safe and reliable communication by setting up the dynamic link over two end nodes. The 
content level communication analysis is defined by this network to observe the node level and network level 
communication. The long distance communication is also the basic requirement of this network form. The 
communication or the transition in the network is also controlled using different constraints specified. In biometric 
application, big data processing, video communication. The core diameter specific communication can be drawn 
through the communication links. The parmater driven analysis with cooperative connecitivty is applied and observed. 
The communication distance, communication media and technology are the other parameter which can control the 
communication so that the effective communication will be drawn. 

 

In this paper, the agent based method is presented for blackhole attack detection. In this section, the basic features and 
communication for mobile network is defined. In section II, the earlier work defined by the researchers is provided. In 
section III, the proposed research method is defined. In section IV, the results obtained from the work are provided in 
the form of graphs. In section V, the conclusion of work is presented. 

 
2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
In this section, the work defined by the earlier researcher is defined. Mukhopadhyay et. al.[1] has provided a work on 
switched wireless network under congested conditions. Author has improved the capabilities of the network by 
providing the mobile handling and provided the method for capacity driven estimation. Author provided the work to 
identify the expanding of the network under congestion avoidance algorithm so that the distributed component driven 
architecture can be applied over it. Mora et. al.[2] provided the optimization of switched network by improving the 
queue access at cost effective method under congestion control. Author defined the method for improving the switch 
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design so that the effective detection of congestion in the network will be done. Author defined the work using memory 
requirement analysis method for queue management. Khoo et. al.[3] provided the work on rerouting method for optical 
network using disjoint analysis approach. Author defined a traffic driven analysis on optical network to identify the 
traffic situation in the network. Author applied the traffic request on different network parts with cross switch 
estimation under different parameters. Cheung et. al.[4] has provided a work on data offloading method for congestion 
aware communication in switched network. Author provided the communication observation under cellular congestion 
situation. The work also identified the problems relative to mobility, location dependency and the time and user 
availability. Yuanni Li et. al.[5] has identified the switched network under congestion to identify the associated causes. 
The resource driven analysis is provided to optimize the effective allocation of these network resources. The congestion 
control methods are here applied to identify the problem and later on traffic analysis based routing is provided. Girry et. 
al.[6] provided a work on circuit switching to observe the congestion problem in the network. Author applied the 
performance problem identification for high and low traffic analysis. 

 
Lekcharoen et.al.[7] provided a work on different backoff schemes to control the contention window to control the 
network speed and the traffic shape. A point driven analysis is provided under time computation to improve the 
network performance under load vector. Author avoided the deadlock situation with each scheme and tried to provide 
the maximum utilization of resources. A backoff time computation method is here defined to provide effective 
communication. Najah et. al.[8] provided a work on shared connectivity lines under the performance vector. A 
contention control method is been suggested to provide the wavelength driven communication optimization in a 
switched network. Author provided the capacity analysis based communication method for behavior control in global 
environment. Zhao et. al.[9] has provided a work on probabilistic model for observing the network statistics and the 
traffic to generate the effective priority driven communication path. A performance driven situation is identified where 
the network is degraded and based on it a preemptive priority method is provided. the link topology based network 
estimation is provided to generate the connected route so that the optimized communication will be formed. Xu et. 
al.[10] has provided a work on fiber optics network under wavelength driven estimation. A conversion communication 
based method is provided in decomposed switched network so that the wavelength will be converted based on the 
primary requirement. The contention window control method is also defined with block probability to reduce the 
collision situation. Anna et. al.[11] has provided a work on topology and traffic aware communication in 
communication network. The work includes the network estimation under routing algorithm, load processing method 
and cost metric derivation sothat the performance driven communication will be formed. The metric driven estimation 
is here provided with phase transit method so that the effective communication characterization will be achieved. 

 
Jahromi et. al.[12] provided the work on congestion control method in a congested network with relevant parameter 
specification. The method includes the communication behaviour observation for ATM network under bit rate and the 
communication time parameters. A proportional estimation with derivative controller is provided in this work to 
generate the difference order analysis. Jesus et. al.[13] provided a work on congested interconnection network to reduce 
the communication cost. Author applied the cost and power analysis method with capacity derivation and congestion 
control so that the isolation of the communication traffic can be optimized with different isolation techniques. 
Nakayama et. al. [14] provided a work on rate specific path estimation method for improving the communication access 
and effort. Author provided the preventive communication solution for generating the effective network path. The 
method derived the path based on the link and traffic rate observation in the network. An average communication based 
comparison is suggested to provide the effective network switching so that the TCP controlled communication will be 
performed at higher communication rate. Lawniczak et. al.[15] has provided a spectral analysis based packet filte 
method to observe the phase transition in a switched network. The network decomposition in a wavelet driven network 
is provided for providing the communication control respective to critical point observation. Roberto et. al.[16] 
provided a routing scheme based recovery method to improve the end to end delivery of packets. Author defined the 
estimation of path loss and restoration to provide effective recovery against network failure. An overload analysis is 
suggested along with interrupted communication observation to generate the alternate paths. Lawniczak et. al.[17] has 
defined a phase transition based communication method to provide the communication against congested network. An 
algorithmic communication modeling is provided for topology robust communication. The additional link estimation 
and network derivation is provided in this work to gain the effective network throughput. 

 
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
This work is focused to identify a preventive route against the multiple blackhole attacks exist in the mobile network. 
The multi agent based probabilistic approach is divided in two main phases. In first phase, the placement of agents over 
the network is done. In this phase, the position of the agents is identified based on the coverage, connectivity and load. 
After locating the agent position, each agent observes the neighbour nodes in a probabilistic way. In this phase, the 
communication parameters are observed on each coverage region. The analysis is done under communication delay, 
communication loss parameters. Based on the high communication delay and heavy data loss, the black hole node is 
identified over the network. Each of the black hole node is also analyzed with neighbor nodes to locate the other black 
hole nodes in the network which are acting as active node with blackhole node. After identifying each blackhole, the 
preventive route is generated over the network. The flow of the work is shown in figure 1. 
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Generate the preventive route over the network 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1: Flow of Work 

In this section, the blackhole preventive route formulation method using multi-agent analysis scheme is provided. 
Figure 1, shows that the model has performed the analysis in two phases. In the first phase, the evaluation at zone level 
is done to identify the zone areas and the identification of agents. Once the agents are identified, the coverage node 
analysis within the agent scope is done to recognize the critical and the safe nodes. The preventive communication path 
is generated based on communication constraint analysis within the region. 

 
4. RESULTS 

 
The proposed research work is simulated in NS2 environment on a random network scenario. The network scenario and 
parameters considered in this research are provided in table 1. 

 
Table 1: Communication Scenario 

 
Parameters Values 

Network Area 100x100 

Number of Nodes 36 

Protocol AODV 

Simulation Time 100 Sec 

Packet Size 512 

MAC protocol 802.11 

Topology Random 

Perform Agent based analysis to identify the critical nodes 

Identify the coverage region for each agent node 

Apply probabilistic estimation to generate next hop 

Identify the optimal agent nodes under load, connectivity 
and coverage parameters 

Analyze each node under coverage and connectivity 
parameters 

Identify the communication pair 

Set Mobile Newtork with N Mobile Nodes 
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Initial Energy 20J 

Transmission Loss .3J 

Receive Power Loss .3J 

 

Here figure 1 is showing the communication parameters based on the random scenario taken in this work. The scenario 
is defined with specification of network parameters, communication parameters and the protocol specification. The 
table shows that the network nodes are defined with energy restriction. The communication control is provided in this 
work using AODV protocol. 

 

Figure 2: Packet Transmission Analysis 

Figure 2 depict that the packet communication is been increased continuously in proposed approach. As the nodes are 
dead no more communication is performed over the network. Here straight line represents the dead network situation. 
In this figure, x axis represents the simulation time and y axis shows the packet communication. Here the figure is 
showing the packet communication specifically for proposed work. The figure shows that initially the packet 
communication in case of proposed work is higher. 

 

 
Figure 3: Packet Loss Analysis 
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Here figure 3 is showing the packet loss analysis over the network in case of existing and proposed work. Figure shows 
that the packet loss in case of proposed work is much lesser then existing work. In this figure, x axis represents the 
simulation time and y axis shows the packet communication loss. 

 

Figure 4: Packet Delay Analysis 

Here figure 4 shows the comparative analysis of provided work under communication delay parameter. Figure shows 
that the packet delay in case of proposed work is much lesser then existing work. In this figure, x axis represents the 
simulation time and y axis shows the communication delay. The green line is showing the communication delay for the 
proposed work and red line is showing the communication delay obtained from existing work. The figure shows that 
initially the delay in case of proposed work is higher. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
A mobile network is dynamic network, which suffers from various internal and external attacks. Blackhole attack is one 
such critical attack in which the infected node captures the flowing communication and does not forward it. In this 
paper, a multi-agent based probabilistic method is provided to identify the cooperative blackhole attack and generate 
the preventive path. The comparative results show that the method has reduced the communication loss and 
communication delay. 
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